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About This Content

Donner Pass Scenario Pack 01 – featuring 10 highly realistic new career scenarios – puts you at the throttle of Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, Amtrak, and Rio Grande trains on the famed and challenging Train Simulator Donner Pass route across the

Sierra Nevada Mountains of California!

Donner Pass Scenario Pack 01 re-creates the era from the mid-1980s through the arrival of the 21st century, a time when great
change came to Donner Pass. In 1988, the Southern Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande Western merged and both before and

after that merger, the influence of D&RGW on Donner operations was significant. Then, in 1996, Southern Pacific was merged
into the Union Pacific. Throughout this fascinating era, Donner Pass hosted (as it does today) Amtrak’s iconic California

Zephyr. This pack includes career scenarios featuring Southern Pacific, Rio Grande, Union Pacific, and Amtrak operations, and
as an engineer on the rugged mountain route, you’ll be called to handle a variety of duties, from heavy mainline freights to
locals, from Amtrak’s California Zephyr to yard switching duties. And you’ll take the throttle of locomotives as diverse as

Southern Pacific GE Dash 9-44CWs and SW1500 switchers, SP and D&RGW EMD SD40T-2s, SP EMD Geeps, Union Pacific
SD70Ms, and Amtrak F40PHs.

Featuring 10 career scenarios developed by well-known creator Gary Dolzall, Train Simulator’s Donner Pass Scenario Pack 01
will provide more than 9 hours of authentic railroading challenges!

Note: Each of the pack’s 10 career scenarios require the Train Simulator Donner Pass Southern Pacific route (available
separately) and select scenarios also individually require equipment from Train Simulator’s Sherman Hill or Soldier Summit

routes (each available separately).
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Scenarios

The Donner Pass Scenario Pack 01 Add-on includes ten authentic operating challenges in career scenario form for the Donner
Pass Route (Available Separately):

SP Symbol RVKCM

SP Symbol RVAST

SP Truckee Turn

SP Colfax Local

SP Sparks Switcher

Amtrak Train 5

D&RGW Coal, Part 1

D&RGW Coal, Part 2

Union Pacific Grain Shuttle

UP Symbol AGBMI
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this dose not show up on my libray and when it did show up on my game it did not let me do quick drive or nothing and the sp
loco dont even pop up in the libray where the locos and frieght csrd selections are
 how do i fix it cuz i pay the nine bucks what ever but i still want the add on how do i get it to work. After 5 years, finally I used
Donner Pass other than what it is, an asset pack, and even enjoyed it. Great.. The Donner Pass Route is simply not complete
without this DLC.

The stock scenarios for Donner Pass are garbage and don't even show off the entire route, so unless you want to scour the
workshop for 4 year-old scenarios this package is nearly a necessity.

Be sure that you have the Soldier Summit and Sherman Hill routes to get the most for your money's worth.

I am really cheap, so I bought it on Sale, but I would recommend this to anyone who has Soldier Summit and enjoys American
freight.. Really excellent set of carear scenarios, this is how they should be done! Save are always perfect, the traffic on the
route seems very realistic, lots of variety in the rolling stock. Good to see an Amtrak service go by! I knew I liked the VERY
long Donner Pass route when I got it, but the included scenarios are worthless junk (does anyone test these things at DTG?). The
California Zepher has a couple of runs for this route, but the schedule is horrible tight, bouncing the throttle or brake constantly
to keep the speed at xx.9, not really fun. These routes are well worth your $$$ if you enjoy heavy American freight, which I do
very much... Viva La TSW!. This pack contains a group of very well done scenarios. Personally I was very happy to see scenario
packs coming to TS that gave career scenarios. Especially since, as of the time of this review, the career scenarios that come
with Donner Pass are still broken. However, with this pack, every one of the scenarios works perfectly! What I mean by that, is
there is no bad timings so that you have to struggle with the speed limit to make it on time. You never have to drive in an
unrealistic manner.

Some have complained that these scenario packs use more than just what comes with Donner Pass. Personally I would much
rather prefer the realism of having a couple of different locomotives show up than the unrealistic vista of the same locomotives
and cars going by every few minutes. The pack requires Sherman Hill and Soldier Summit for some of the scenarios as stated.
Most people who have Train Sim should have Sherman hill already and Soldier Summit is worth having. The pack would
probably be worth having without Soldier Summit, but you'd want Sherman Hill or you'd only be getting 5 scenarios.

Pros:
+ Well done scenarios that don't break or have any other problems.
+ A great combination of providing several different locomotives to drive, while keeping the amount of reqired DLC to a
minimum.
+ Career scenarios

Cons:
- As of 4\/7\/17 there really is only one negative thing. There is a problem on Donner Pass (the route itself) where the speed
limit drops very low for a short distance with no warning. (no corners, crossings or bridges to warrant it and no signs to tell the
driver. It does not show up on the HUD either). The author has a message pop up in the cab warning the player about it which is
great for people who don't know it's there... Saves your score! - but he could have as easily changed the speed limit in the
scenario to avoid the problem. Perhaps he didn't know how... and it's really DTG's fault as they can't get around to fixing it.

This does virtually nothing to detract from the value of the scenarios however. A very good pack, highly recommended!. Can't
find it!
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